
PROPRIETARY INTELLIGENCE FOR  
GLOBAL COMMODITY & ENERGY MARKETS

Genscape is the leading global provider of real-time data 

and intelligence for commodity and energy markets, driven 

to improve transparency and efficiency. Using patented 

technologies and proprietary algorithms, Genscape provides 

accurate and timely data on capacities, flow, and utilization.
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With thousands of proprietary monitors 

strategically deployed worldwide, Genscape 

is unique in its ability to measure and collect 

energy market fundamentals in real-time. 

Genscape clients often gain important 

insight, improve risk management, and 

increase operational efficiency. 

GENSCAPE.COM

GENSCAPE PROVIDES UNPARALLELED INSIGHT & 
ANALYSIS TO COMMODITY & ENERGY MARKETS

70+
PATENTS
throughout the world

7,500
PROPRIETARY  
MONITORS
deployed globally

317MN 

DATA POINTS 
collected daily

http://www.genscape.com
http://www.genscape.com
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Patented, proprietary oil data unavailable anywhere else

Using a combination of infrared diagnostics, electromagnetic field 
monitors, high resolution aerial photography, and near-earth satellite 
imagery, Genscape has set the standard for accuracy in providing 
advanced notice of important changes in oil market fundamentals.

In an effort to shed light on the changing global oil supply chain, Genscape 
follows the supply lifecycle from forecasted production to transportation on 
rail, pipeline, and ships, to its delivery at key refineries or storage facilities. 

Monitoring coverage includes production and production capacity, storage 
inventory levels and capacity, and transportation flows. This fundamental 
data removes much of the opacity that causes market participants to 
otherwise rely on speculation, estimates, or delayed public data. Genscape’s 
U.S. storage data is released in advance of EIA reports, providing a solid 
indicator of upcoming market reactions. 

UNPARALLELED INSIGHT ACROSS  
THE GLOBAL OIL SUPPLY CHAIN

O
IL

Genscape vs. EIA Cushing storage report: 99% accuracy, delivered two days before EIA
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Granular analysis at your fingertips
Genscape users select the data or market analysis that 
will give them the competitive advantage they seek, 
with options for granular data delivery, flexible real-
time online dashboards, and detailed PDF reports. 
Subscribers have access to the analysts behind the 
reports and are encouraged to ask questions and 
interact with Genscape’s team of experts. 

Much of Genscape’s proprietary oil data also integrates 
seamlessly with both Thomson Reuters Eikon™ and 
Bloomberg Professional® service (the Terminal).

Identify new trades, improve risk management
Armed with information about where supply, 
demand, and ultimately price will likely move, a 
range of market participants utilize Genscape’s oil 
services to enhance accuracy of in-house analytics, 
improve decision making for capital investments, 
identify new trading opportunities, and increase 
operational efficiency. 

Genscape’s proprietary data is ideal for traders, 
analysts, marketers, and portfolio managers from 
financial institutions, hedge funds, E&Ps, midstream 
and downstream companies, consultancies, 
government agencies, and others.
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U.S. Crude Oil Forecast by Quality 

Hi-res aerial photography & infrared monitoring captures storage 
levels, refinery activity & completion rates of new pipeline, rail & 
tank infrastructure

Genscape delivers the most accurate, robust North American 
crude production forecasts in the industry

Learn more or request a free trial  |  Genscape.com/oil

460+ MN BBLS of crude oil and refined 
products storage globally

OIL

Monitoring

http://www.Genscape.com/oil


Gain unique visibility into the supply and demand of oilfield water  
and logistics

Digital H2O, acquired by Genscape in 2015, uses a proprietary data model 
and predictive algorithms to provide a digital solution that enables cost 
effective and sustainable use of water in industrial processes. The technology 
leverages advanced data aggregation techniques and sophisticated analysis 
to uncover new economic opportunities and reduce the lifecycle cost of 
managing water for numerous stakeholders — exploration and production 
(E&P) operators, oilfield service companies, as well as financial investors. 
Market participants use the platforms’ predictive water modeling capabilities 
to aid in water planning, forecasting, and transportation optimization.

Barriers to efficient water management
Historically, there has been a fundamental lack of 
transparency into the oilfield water asset landscape. 
Water is a primary input and output for onshore 
oil and natural gas production and water must be 
actively managed at every stage of the process; 
managing its use and disposal throughout the 
supply chain can be complex and expensive. Due 
to barriers such as: extremely local and fragmented 
datasets, a lack of market transparency, and 
significant hidden costs, market participants are 
faced with inefficient water management.

Comprehensive digital oilfield water intelligence 
and forecasting
Using sophisticated water production analysis and 
forecasting, users can reduce cost and manage water 
more efficiently. Water Asset Intelligence™ provides 
visibility into water volumes and transport logistics, 
comprehensive asset awareness, sophisticated oilfield 
water planning and analysis tools, and exceptional 
data visualization. 

E&P companies use Water Asset Intelligence™ for 
planning and scenario analysis, logistics optimization, 
and produced water disposal optimization to improve 
decision making and operate more efficiently. This 
allows producers to fully utilize disposal assets, 
increase water reuse, and complete wells more quickly, 
lowering costs and reducing the oilfield footprint.

Oilfield service providers utilize the platform for 
strategic planning and asset investment, competitive 
benchmarking and produced water management 
planning. These providers benefit from increased 
operational efficiency and new market opportunities.

54

Enhance competitive benchmarking & identify new market 
opportunities with granular water transfer data & mapping

The heat map feature on the Water Asset Intelligence™ platform 
allows users to visualize customer diversity & market share on a 
lease by lease basis

Learn more or request a free trial  |  DigitalH2O.com

W
AT

ER

INSIGHTS AND SOLUTIONS FOR DIGITAL OILFIELD 
WATER MANAGEMENT AND MARKETPLACE

WATER

the average water to oil production 
ratio of a completed well8:1

After subscribing to Digital H2O, we were able to eliminate the use of outside consultants 
as well as focus our internal resources on analysis as opposed to data aggregation. This 
allowed us to reduce expenses as well as improve internal productivity.”

Charlie Manning
VP, Corporate Development, Clear Water Resources

http://www.DigitalH2O.com
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Acquired by Genscape in September 2015, Locus Energy is a solar 

monitoring and data analytics platform provider for the distributed 

photovoltaic (PV) market — spanning the residential, commercial, and 

utility sectors. Locus’ cloud-based software aggregates and organizes large 

amounts of performance data from multiple sources, making it easier to 

access, manage, and analyze, while its powerful PVIQ Suite™ has the unique 

ability to identify the causes of a solar system failure to meet performance 

expectations. By providing actionable operations and management data that 

optimizes performance yields, Locus’ PVIQ services help project stakeholders 

increase profitability and assess the value of solar PV assets.

SOPHISTICATED, COMPREHENSIVE MONITORING AND 
ANALYTIC SOLUTIONS FOR THE SOLAR INDUSTRY

7

The industry’s most sophisticated solar asset 
management and portfolio performance 
tracking tools
As the rate of solar adoption grows, operators 
of PV fleets are looking for sophisticated tools to 
manage assets and track portfolio performance.  
SolarNOC™ is Locus’ cloud-based, enterprise level 
asset management platform for fleets of residential, 
commercial, and utility-scale solar PV systems. It 
allows fleet managers to aggregate performance data 
from many sources, apply advanced analytics, and 
streamline operations and maintenance activities.

Combine hardware and software solutions 
for transparency into operational system 
performance 
Locus Energy’s Data Acquisition System (DAS) 
solutions combine plug-and-play data acquisition 
hardware with the Solar-OS™ real-time monitoring 
platform, the industry’s leading cloud-based software 
system. Locus offers DAS solutions for the residential, 
commercial, and utility-scale PV markets, providing 
operational transparency on system performance 
through an intuitive and powerful user interface. 

The Solar-OS™ dashboard view summarizes generation data 
across a fleet & highlights key environmental benefits & 
performance indicators. 

Proprietary algorithms provide highly accurate, ground-level solar irradiance data across an install base or geographic region on a 
15-minute basis

Learn more or request an expert consultation  |  Locusenergy.com

44+billion data points collected across a network 
of more than 80,000 installed systems

SOLAR

We’ve standardized on Locus Energy and 
have deployed their product on over 200 
systems. Locus Energy provides high quality 
hardware and software for our distributed 
portfolio and their customer support is 
second to none.”

Justin Krum
President & CEO, 1st Light Energy

SO
LA

R

http://www.Locusenergy.com


Power plant and transmission flow monitoring

Genscape has deployed thousands of patented, proprietary energy monitors 
that deliver real-time information on power plant output levels, transmission 
flows, and frequency disruptions throughout the U.S. and Europe. 

The data is aggregated and available on a real-time dashboard for use by 
generators, utilities, traders, and industrial energy buyers to support more 
informed production and trading decisions, and for use by in-house teams 
of experts for market analysis.

Via a web-based interface, clients receive summaries 
of key market drivers, forecasts of power demand and 
wind output, congestion calls, hourly hub or zonal 
prices, and optimal buying and trading strategies. 
Genscape analysts are also on the phone and IM 
throughout the day, helping clients tailor forecast 
results to their individual trading, buying, and asset 
optimization strategies. The suite of U.S. Power Market 
Intelligence products covers PJM, MISO, NYISO, 
NEISO, ERCOT, CAISO, SPP, and WECC, forecasting 
the real-time, next-day, balance-of-week, next-week 
(PJM and MISO), and one year (WECC) markets. 

U.S. nodal markets analysis and forecasting 
Genscape’s Nodal Market Insights™ platform is a 
user-driven modeling tool that delivers transparency 
into day-ahead and congestion revenue rights 
trading. Users can streamline their workflow using 
faster modeling and congestion analysis to identify 
target trading opportunities, analyze bid paths, and 
perform a risk assessment of individual paths.

European markets forecasting and scenario 
analysis
Genscape’s EPSI platform is a hosted system 
focused on insight development using market 
intelligence and powerful fundamentals-based 
scenario analysis tools. The EPSI Store seamlessly 
integrates information sets from top service 
providers that can be used in modeling. 

With easy-to-use scenario analysis capabilities, 
users can explore customized power market views, 
whether looking at day-ahead or longer-term 
strategic decisions spanning decades. Armed with 
integrated, high quality fundamental data and a 
powerful, user-friendly platform, users are able to 
better understand supply and demand fundamentals 
to seize opportunities and manage risk.

The EPSI platform is used by traders to better balance 
intraday, day-ahead, and annual portfolios. Utility 
management and strategy departments use EPSI to 
produce long-term forecasts for budgeting, planning, 
and strategy purposes, or to evaluate investment 
decisions or support mergers and acquisitions. 

TRANSPARENCY INTO THE U.S. AND EUROPEAN POWER 
GRIDS WITH REAL-TIME, PROPRIETARY MONITORING, PRICE, 
AND CONGESTION FORECAST DATA

Learn more or request a free trial  |  Genscape.com/power

DAM & RT North Hub Pricing
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Day-ahead & real-time price forecasts for regional U.S. power markets

U.S. power price forecasts 
Genscape’s U.S. team of regional experts 
and meteorologists use advanced, 
fundamentals-based analytics and historic 
data mining to create daily price and 
congestion forecasts that help clients 
make more informed buy/sell decisions to 
manage risk, minimize cost, and enhance 

profitability. At the core of this forecasting 
process, models are recalibrated every day 
to actual power plant and transmission 
flow levels. Through this recalibration 
process, Genscape delivers unique insight 
into congestion and price drivers.

8 9
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global generation plants 
in real-time

Genscape monitors

1000+

Real-time generation, transmission & outage alerts across the  
U.S. & Europe 

The Nodal Market Insights™ dashboard allows users to customize 
their display & view what is most important, gain quick insight into 
user activity & trader performance, or view forecasted constraints 
with planned outages

http://www.Genscape.com/power


Member of:

DID YOU KNOW?
Genscape Vesseltracker utilizes the most 
technologically advanced, satellite-based 
AIS constellation through its exclusive 
partnership with exactEarth.

Combined with sophisticated microsatellite 
technology, exactEarth’s patented Spectrum 
De-Collision Processing techniques offer a 
significantly higher ship detection rate than 
traditional onboard processing.
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REAL-TIME INSIGHT AND PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS  
FOR GLOBAL TRADE FLOWS AND MARITIME TRAFFIC

MARITIME

Access the world’s most comprehensive, accurate picture of global vessel 
movements based on unparalleled terrestrial and satellite AIS data 

In May 2013, Genscape acquired vesseltracker.com GmbH to create 
the world’s largest land and sea supply chain monitoring network. At 
any point in time, approximately 85% of all commodities are being 
transported around the globe by vessels. Today, Genscape Vesseltracker 
monitors over 144,000 vessels daily in real-time using the largest, most 
advanced privately-owned AIS antenna and satellite network. 

Today, Genscape Vesseltracker data is one of the 
driving forces behind several Genscape intelligence 
services including the North American, African, Middle 
East, Gulf, and European waterborne reports, and the 
U.S. Fertilizer Production and Transportation Report, 
delivering easy-to-digest, actionable insights into 
global commodity supply chains.

Streamline your workflow, improve decision 
making, reduce cost, and optimize your supply chain
•  Monitor stages of a vessel’s journey, from port and 

terminal arrivals and departures, to actual speed 
and draught changes

•  Confirm schedule and fixture information with 
improved accuracy with logged arrivals and departures

•  Utilize owner and management information to 
contact vessels and assess their efficiency and 
impact within the market

•   Review offshore ETA and destination changes with 
the most accurate, real-time satellite information

•  Confirm movements of specific products (i.e. 
crude, jet oil, LNG, etc.) by utilizing accurate vessel 
capacity information in conjunction with actual 
logged port and terminal calls 

•  Investigate which vessels have traded where and 
identify trade patterns to and from ports using 
Genscape Vesseltracker’s long-term tracking tool

Predictive maritime analytics provide tradable 
market intelligence
Genscape Vesseltracker is redefining how to extract 
intelligence from AIS data through the development of 
high-speed machine learning algorithms to better define 
ship meta data, more accurately describe complex ports 
for cargo designation, and create predictive analytics on 
any given boat, fleet, or port. These analytics provide 
tradable intelligence on the impact on the market. 

From destination to designation, Genscape 
Vesseltracker’s proprietary predictive maritime analytics 
platform endlessly churns AIS signals into critical market 
intelligence giving traders a unique window into the 
future for individual vessels, entire fleets, and hundreds 
of critical ports in the commodity supply chain.

Learn more or request a free trial  |  Genscape.com/maritime

Receive important alerts & monitor your vessels of interest from 
the Genscape Vesseltracker mobile app

Route density map from Genscape Vesseltracker displaying a 
combination of both terrestrial & satellite AIS data

10
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EPrecise, bespoke tracking of vessel 

movements from the industry’s most 
comprehensive coverage
Customizable to individual workflow and 
requirements, Genscape Vesseltracker 
Online provides an intuitive visualization 

tool for the most accurate and timely global 
shipping data available in the market. An 
interactive mobile application and a fully 
customizable alerting system provide the 
ability to monitor routes, fleets, and vessels 
of interest from anywhere. 

144k vessels monitored daily in real-time

http://www.Genscape.com/maritime


Built on a steadfast mission to provide fast, comprehensive, and reliable data 
and intelligence, Genscape’s natural gas market services have grown from 
offering an easy-to-use, speedy system for viewing and analyzing public data 
to delivering a holistic view of the market’s most important fundamentals. 

Services are powered by experienced traders and analysts who 
understand and anticipate client needs, delivering a unique advantage  
to market participants.

The industry’s only proprietary natural gas data
With virtually no visibility into intrastate natural 
gas movements, Genscape is using proprietary 
monitoring techniques and expert analysis to deliver 
the industry’s only point of visibility into this crucial 
piece of the puzzle. Infrared imaging and patented 
electro-magnetic field monitors allow analysts 
to know, in real-time, estimated injection and 
withdrawal values, informing S&D and providing 
exclusive insight never-before-available. 

A combination of industry expertise, proprietary 
monitoring, and robust datasets deliver unique 
solutions for gas traders and analysts
Genscape’s extensive network of proprietary energy 
monitors strategically deployed on 135 gas-fired 
power plants, half of which are not represented in 
public data, offers unparalleled insight into the gas 
market. Using a robust collection of public data 
and expert analysis, users see a more complete and 
accurate picture of the natural gas marketplace, 
allowing for faster, more confident decision making 
and better analytic results.

Genscape’s Natural Gas Production Forecast reports 
are the industry’s gold standard, providing a unique, 
thorough analysis driven by well economics and 
tied to the forward curve. Clients use data that 
automatically adjusts to market changes for the most 
timely and accurate forecast available. 

Fundamental data and unique analysis deliver 
a new piece of the equity puzzle
Whether for a corporate stock or physical delivery, 
prices are tied to supply-side fundamentals. With 
an accurate, bottom-up analysis of fundamentals-
based price drivers, market participants can make 
more confident, informed trading decisions when 
timing matters. 

Genscape’s equity service combines production, 
historical hedging, and A&D data with company 
conference call insights to deliver a new piece of the 
equity puzzle to improve efficiency and confidence 
in decision making.

A user-driven experience
Genscape’s experienced staff know the markets 
and understand the frustrations felt by traders and 
analysts. Products are driven by user needs, such as 
a simple way to save queries and refresh views of 
key data to improve efficiency. Additionally, clients 
have unlimited access to staff for anything ranging 
from a data collection issue to discussing the 
relevance of data in the market.
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Utica Gas Price Breakeven  
$90 WTI, $45 WTI, $30 WTI  (NGLs barrel excl Ethane priced at 40% WTI) 

 $(3.00) 
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 $(1.00) 
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 $2.00  
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 $4.00  

 $5.00  

 $6.00  

OH Condensate OH Wet OH Condensate OH Wet OH & PA Dry 

Breakeven calculations for gas producers based on various WTI 
pricing scenarios are included in production forecasting services

No-notice is 8% of deliveries to retail section & improves 
regression accuracy by 42%

Learn more or request a free trial  |  Genscape.com/natural-gas

Genscape provides more than 900 pipeline 
updates, covering up to 48 cycles, in a 
single gas day and offers the industry’s only 
browser-based analytics platform, running 
large, complex queries in less than 30 
seconds. Knowing the frustration around 

inaccurate pipeline flow point attributions, 
the team of experienced analysts use sound 
methodology to prove the precision of 
each pipeline location for power plants, 
processing plants, intrastate interconnects, 
storage facilities, and city gates.
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COMPREHENSIVE, REAL-TIME NATURAL GAS DATA 
AND RELIABLE INTELLIGENCE AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

NATURAL GAS

pipeline flow updates in a 
single gas day900+

http://www.Genscape.com/natural-gas


PETROCHEMICAL  
& NGLs

Lower 48 NGLs Production
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Patented, proprietary technologies collect 
fundamental data available exclusively  
through Genscape
Genscape combines observations obtained from 
visual and infrared cameras with in-house analytical 
and technological expertise to provide subscribers 
with an unrivaled, real-time view into the operations 
of ethylene crackers, fractionators, and pipeline 
flows. The images of these units show what is 
happening at the facility including elevated flaring, 
reduced operating rates, shutdowns, and restarts. 
Monitoring of NGLs pipelines and the underlying 
pipeline flow models allow for visibility and depth of 
pipeline flows never seen before in this industry. 

Weekly and monthly reports give market participants 
a comprehensive understanding of the drivers of NGLs 
supply and demand on a regional basis. Genscape’s 
U.S. and Canadian production forecast data is 
released two months in advance of government 
reports, providing a solid indicator of upcoming 
market reactions, and allowing industry analysts to 
inform speculative bets and determine how to spend 
capital with more confidence in the efficiency and 
accuracy of supply and demand models.

Granular data and analysis at your fingertips
Genscape users select the data or market analysis 
that will give them the tailored insight they seek, 
with options for granular data delivery, flexible real-
time online dashboards, and detailed PDF reports. 
Subscribers have access to the analysts behind the 
reports and are encouraged to ask questions and 
interact with Genscape’s team of experts.

Improve decision making and identify new 
trading opportunities
Armed with accurate, timely information about 
where supply, demand, and ultimately price will 
likely move, a range of different market participants 
utilize Genscape’s petrochemical and NGLs services 
to understand and anticipate price trends, enhance 
accuracy of in-house analytics, improve decision 

making for capital investments, identify new trading 
opportunities, and increase operational efficiency. 

Genscape’s proprietary data is ideal for traders, analysts, 
marketers, and producers from financial institutions, 
hedge funds, E&Ps, midstream and downstream 
companies, government agencies, and others.

Genscape’s forecast is broken down by NGL component in 15 
regions across the Lower 48 & Western Canada

Genscape uses real-time, proprietary monitoring & infrared 
technology to give an unrivaled view into the operations of 
ethylene crackers in North America

As natural gas and oil production have increased in the U.S., the prominence 
of the NGLs and petrochemical markets has grown substantially. The U.S. 
petrochemical industry has staged a remarkable revival in the wake of 
increased production of NGLs from new shale gas fields.

The infrastructure build-out from the recent NGLs production boom extends 
down the supply chain, from pipelines to fractionation plants, to new 
ethylene plant production capacity. Genscape provides a unique window into 
the operations of this increasingly vibrant part of the economy.   

1514

Learn more or request a free trial  |  Genscape.com/petrochemical-ngls
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REAL-TIME, PROPRIETARY MONITORING AND EXPERT 
INSIGHTS DELIVER TRANSPARENCY AND ADVANCE NOTICE 
OF PETROCHEMICAL AND NGLs PRICE MOVEMENTS

North American production forecasts delivered 
two months in advance of government reports

Genscape monitors...

Over 63 billion lbs/year of ethylene 
cracking capacity in North America

73% of Mont Belvieu fractionation 
capacity

http://www.Genscape.com/petrochemical-ngls
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Learn more or request a free trial  |  Genscape.com/agriculture-biofuels

Equipped with current inventory levels at key U.S. storage hubs, and visibility 

into the operational status of individual plants, market participants gain 

a more complete understanding of U.S. ethanol production and storage 

to make informed and strategic decisions. Using proprietary monitoring 

technology, Genscape provides highly accurate weekly measurements of 

inventory levels at New York Harbor, Chicago, and the U.S. Gulf Coast, 

ahead of EIA reports. Genscape also provides a daily ethanol production 

monitor report based on indicators such as natural gas nominations.

The industry’s most streamlined and trusted QAP 
solution for RIN verification
Built on a foundation of proprietary monitoring 
systems and compliance expertise, biofuels producers 
in Genscape’s QAP program are substantially relieved 
of auditing and compliance burdens. Genscape’s QAP 
program helps owners and managers focus on running 
their business and getting the best prices for their RINs.

With experience spanning four continents, Genscape 
actively provides EPA-approved QAP solutions to 
every D-Code of RINs. Genscape’s suite of compliance 
solutions includes Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) 
credit verification, registration, and reporting services.

An online community for biofuel industry news, 
alerts, and the latest facility and QAP status 
information
The Biofuels Industry Dashboard is a real-time, 
interactive community destination for the latest 
news, alerts, company information, and educational 
resources for industry participants. Obligated Parties 
and other RIN buyers use the map and search 
features to find QAP verified producers and check 
real-time QAP status, offering producers of all sizes 
visibility and competitive pricing for their RINs.

1716
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HIGHLY ACCURATE FUNDAMENTAL DATA FOR 
KEY ETHANOL MARKET DRIVERS DELIVERS 
UNPRECEDENTED TRANSPARENCY

7.2+ MN BBLS of ethanol monitored

Proprietary U.S. fertilizer production and 
transportation data offers unique market insights
Using a combination of facility utility usage 
information, proprietary monitoring, and industry 
leading AIS and satellite based vessel tracking, 
Genscape’s fertilizer supply chain monitoring 
provides timely and accurate insight into production 
and transportation in the U.S.

Fertilizer production data can be used by producers, 
traders, and commodity analysts to determine 
ammonia supply and anticipate price movements for 
individual finished fertilizer products.

Additionally, feedstock forecasting services provide in-
season reporting to help corn buyers assess availability, 
manage supply chain risk, and identify regions to be 
impacted by above or below average yields.

AGRICULTURE  
& BIOFUELS

The Fertilizer Production & Transportation Report monitors real-
time maritime congestion at key fertilizer ports

Paranagua, Brazil Shipping Port

DID YOU KNOW?
Genscape’s weekly ethanol inventory measurements deliver tank and owner 
level detail for key U.S. storage hubs, such as: Kinder Morgan Argo, Motiva 
Sewaren, and Citgo Linden.

Genscape’s Biofuels Industry Dashboard provides a 
comprehensive view of the latest news, alerts & facility statuses

Once we joined Genscape, we began 
receiving unsolicited calls from large 
obligated parties wanting to buy our RINs.”  
Blake Newport Biodiesel

http://www.Genscape.com/agriculture-biofuels


   OIL
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION FREQUENCY

SUPPLY CHAIN MONITORING & INTELLIGENCE

Corpus Christi Trader*
Critical fundamentals data, price assessments & market commentary on the production & delivery of crude from the Eagle Ford area to 
markets on the U.S. Gulf Coast, U.S. East Coast & Canadian East Coast

Daily

Crude Oil Fundamentals Report A comprehensive look at the factors driving the U.S. oil market with highly accurate storage, pipeline, rail & refinery data Weekly

East Coast Trader Critical crude-by-rail, waterborne & refining fundamental data, price assessments & market commentary regarding the U.S. East Coast markets Daily

Forties Supply Chain Monitor Real-time tracking of oil storage, pipeline movement, shipments & refinery alerts for the Forties oil network Real-Time

St. James Supply Hub Weekly snapshot of oil storage, inbound rail & outbound pipeline & waterborne movements at the St. James, LA, storage facility Weekly

U.S. Gulf Coast Crude Fundamentals 
Report

A comprehensive look at key factors driving the U.S. Gulf Coast crude supply chain with expert insights, detailed commentary & market 
implications 

Weekly

U.S. Gulf Coast Crude Supply Chain 
Service

Comprehensive coverage of oil storage, pipeline, rail, refinery & vessel movement data & market intelligence Real-Time, Daily, Weekly

EXPLORATION & PRODUCTION

Canadian Crude Oil Production 
Forecast

Most detailed, comprehensive oil production forecast across the significant oil producing regions in Canada Weekly, Every 6 Weeks

Supply Side Analyst* PADD & city related volumes & average prices for wholesale transactions of refined products on a daily basis, with day-over-day changes Daily

Supply Side Monitor* PADD & city related volumes & average prices for wholesale transactions of refined products in real-time Real-Time

U.S. Crude Oil Production Forecast Unique, five-year forecast for crude oil production in the U.S., aggregated by region & by crude quality (heavy, intermediate, light & condensate) Weekly, Every 6 Weeks

TRANSPORTATION

African Waterborne Crude Report Insight to help traders & analysts forecast price shifts & anticipate the arrival of crude from West Africa Real-Time, Weekly, Monthly

European Waterborne Products Report A global picture of key refined products flows across Europe & the Atlantic Weekly

Mid-Continent Pipeline Service Insight into critical U.S. & Canadian pipelines supplying storage hubs & refineries Real-Time, Weekly

Middle East Crude Waterborne Report Insight & analysis to help market participants forecast price shifts by anticipating crude flows from the Middle East Weekly

North American Waterborne Crude 
Report

Overview of U.S. Jones Act vessel and waterborne crude import volumes moving in the West, East and Gulf coasts with market analysis 
and freight cost assessments

Weekly

PetroRail Report Analysis & market implications of crude-by-rail movements in North America Daily, Weekly

Pipeline Analyst*
City related volumes & average prices for deliveries of specific refined products on 18 pipelines in the U.S. on a daily basis, with day-over-
day changes

Daily

Pipeline Monitor* City related volumes & average prices for deliveries of specific refined products on 18 pipelines in the U.S. in real-time Real-Time

U.S. Gulf Coast Pipelines Report Insight into critical pipelines supplying U.S. Gulf Coast storage hubs & refineries Real-Time

STORAGE

ARA Product & Crude Storage Reports Weekly crude oil, jet fuel & gasoil inventory levels at the tank-level in the ARA region Weekly

Canadian Crude Oil Production 
Forecast

Weekly snapshot estimate of physical crude & diluent inventories at Alberta Heartland, Hardisty, Kerrobert & Edmonton Weekly

Cushing Storage Report
Highly accurate Cushing storage measurements, delivered two days before EIA estimates, with twice weekly crude inventory levels at the 
tank-level

Twice Weekly

Midland-Basin Crude Oil Storage Report Granular crude storage measurements for key terminals connecting Permian Basin production to the Gulf Coast & Cushing Weekly

New York Harbor Product Storage Report Gasoline, ethanol, jet fuel & diesel/heating oil storage measurements for over 600 tanks, delivered weekly, a full day before EIA estimates Weekly

Patoka Crude Storage Report
Important insight into the physical crude inventories at the second largest PADD 2 storage hub, which serves more than 2.2mn bpd of 
refinery capacity 

Weekly

U.S. Gulf Coast Crude Storage Report Weekly USGC crude oil storage measurements for both refinery & terminal storage, delivered a full day before EIA estimates Weekly

REFINERY UTILIZATION

North American Refinery Intelligence 
Service

Real-time view into the daily status of refinery operations in the U.S. & Canada with detailed commentary & market implications Real-Time

*Coming soon  ** Coming soon and subject to change

   WATER
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION FREQUENCY

Water Asset Intelligence™ Comprehensive digital oilfield water intelligence tool, provided by Digital H2O, provides unparalleled visibility into the oilfield water 
landscape to help oil & gas producers & service companies optimize water logistics & identify new market opportunities

Real-Time

Disposal Well Management** Real-time transaction processing & logistics optimization for produced water disposal Real-Time

Water Planning & Inventory 
Management**

Water requirements planning & analysis in support of new development with real-time water inventory management & supply chain 
visibility

Real-Time

GENSCAPE FULL PRODUCT INDEX FOR UP-TO-THE-MINUTE PRODUCTS AND FEATURES, VISIT WWW.GENSCAPE.COM

http://www.genscape.com


   MARITIME
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION FREQUENCY

COMMODITY SUPPLY CHAIN MONITORING

African Waterborne Crude Report Insight to help traders & analysts forecast price shifts & anticipate the arrival of crude from West Africa Real-Time, Weekly, Monthly

European Waterborne Products Report A global picture of key refined products flows across Europe & the Atlantic Weekly

Middle East Crude Waterborne Report Insight & analysis to help market participants forecast price shifts by anticipating crude flows from the Middle East Weekly

North American Waterborne Crude Report Insight into Jones Act vessel movements & waterborne crude imports for a more complete picture of the U.S. crude delivery supply chain Weekly

U.S. Fertilizer Production & 
Transportation Report

The most frequent fertilizer production & transportation data, including waterborne movements Real-Time, Weekly

REAL-TIME AIS API / WEB SERVICES & DATA DELIVERY

Ships Positions Reports of ships positions from AIS. Selected by region, fleet, or other custom criteria—terrestrial and/or combined satellite AIS Real-Time

Movements 
Reports of arrival & departure from ports, terminals, anchorages, predefined or custom map areas & crossings of recognised transit 
points. Selected by region, fleet, or other custom criteria.

Real-Time

Expected Vessels Report of expected vessels for a port or list of ports—selected by region or fleet criteria Real-Time

NMEA Format AIS Data Customizable (via region, MMSI, or antenna) NMEA format datafeed of AIS Real-Time

Vessel Alerting
Custom alerting built around complex user requirements. Based on list of vessels or regions, report vessels that have entered or left a 
region, port, or polygon. Vessel based reports of updates to AIS, ETA, etc

Ad-Hoc

Ship Characteristics (ShipDB) Vessel characteristics, specifications, engines, equipment, registrations & ownership/management Daily, Weekly

Vessel Distance Calculator API/web service delivery of point to point calculations with speed as a variable. Estimated ETA calculations from position & port of destination Real-Time

HISTORICAL DATA DELIVERY & CUSTOMIZED EXTRACTIONS/REPORTS

Historical Positions Data Historical reports of ships positions from AIS. Selected by region, fleet, or other custom criteria—terrestrial and/or combined satellite AIS On-Demand

Historical Movements Data
Historical reports of arrival & departure from ports, terminals, anchorages, predefined or custom map areas—selected by region, fleet, or 
other custom criteria

On-Demand

Historical NMEA Format AIS Data Customizable (via region, MMSI, or station ID) NMEA format data-feed of terrestrial and/or satellite AIS On-Demand

GENSCAPE VESSELTRACKER ONLINE
World’s most comprehensive & accurate picture of global shipping positions & movements

Free Account Coverage of passenger vessels using the world’s largest privately owned terrestrial antenna network Real-Time

Coastal Account
Access position & port history, vessel characteristics & ownership information & customized alerting using the largest privately owned 
terrestrial antenna network

Real-Time

Fleet Account
Access select position & port history, vessel characteristics & ownership information & customized alerting using the world’s largest 
privately owned terrestrial antenna network & most advanced satellite network

Real-Time

Satellite Account
Access unlimited coverage of position & port history, vessel characteristics & ownership information & customized alerting using the 
world’s largest privately owned terrestrial antenna network & most advanced satellite network

Real-Time

GLOBAL LNG MONITORING

Global LNG Monitor Real-time monitoring & forecasting of the global LNG fleet provide predictive maritime analytics for tradable market intelligence Real-time

LNG Daily Summary Report Daily LNG reports provide a quick & easy way to see potential vessel & cargo arriving into key ports and how much they are carrying Daily

   NATURAL GAS
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION FREQUENCY

Daily Supply & Demand Report Daily U.S. natural gas supply & demand with storage estimates available two days before the EIA Daily

Equity Production Insight
Proprietary daily tracking of production by producer, hedging & acreage data, and other key variables for effective equity portfolio 
management

Daily, Weekly, Monthly, 
Quarterly

Daily Forward Macro Supply & Demand 
Data Report

A daily, comprehensive look at the market fundamentals driving the forward curve, forecast 18-months out Daily

Infrastructure Intelligence Granular detail for over 250 natural gas pipeline, gathering line & processing plant projects in North America Daily

Intrastate Storage Monitoring Proprietary monitoring sheds light on fundamental changes within Texas boundaries to inform supply and demand Daily, Weekly

North American LNG Supply & Demand Real-time monitoring of the LNG feedstock supply chain, facility production & maritime freight movements Real-Time

Daily Mexico Exports Monitor Proprietary monitoring of natural gas flow to Mexico delivers insight into supply & demand balances in Texas Real-Time

Natural Gas Analyst Largest combined public & private U.S. natural gas database delivers gas nominations 12 hours earlier than other sources Real-Time

Natural Gas Notices & Maintenance Natural gas basis data & analysis & notice & maintenance events, in an easy, customizable platform Real-Time

Natural Gas Production Forecast The only gas production forecast that provides weekly updates for over 50 regions in the Lower 48 & Canada Weekly, Every 6 Weeks

Natural Gas Real-Time (RT)
Near-real-time postings for 156 U.S. pipelines with 900+ updates/day covering 48 cycles & 20,000 locations identified by facility type, 
meter & DRN

Real-Time

Regional Basis Reports
16 regional reports monitoring constraints that define pricing points across the Lower 48 & Canada, with commentary incorporating 
pipeline maintenance & notices

Daily



   PETROCHEMICAL & NGLs
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION FREQUENCY

Canadian NGLs Production Forecast Granular Canadian NGLs production forecast down to the plant-level, available two months ahead of provincial government data
Monthly, Every 6 Weeks, 
Quarterly

Equity Production Insight Bottom-up analysis & daily natural gas production estimates for 15 leading producers Weekly, Quarterly

Ethylene Cracker Monitoring Alerts Transparency into the North American feedstock & ethylene markets with real-time data & alerts Real-Time

Fractionator Monitoring Service Updates on the operational status of the fractionators at Mont Belvieu for NGLs traders, analysts, & other market participants Real-Time

Marcellus/Utica NGLs Supply Chain 
Monitoring

Insight into the Marcellus/Utica shale plays with real-time, accurate data & alerts on fractionation & pipeline operations Real-Time

Monthly NGLs Supply & Demand 
Balance Reports

Granular understanding of the drivers of NGLs supply & demand on a regional basis Monthly

NGLs Pipeline Monitor
Proprietary, real-time data on U.S. NGLs pipeline flows & operations at gas fractionators at the Mont Belvieu hub & advance notice of 
price movements

Real-Time

NGLs Week Insight into NGLs price trends with a weekly view of prices, price relationships & underlying fundamental data across the supply chain Weekly

PCW Global Benzene Report Daily pricing, commentary & fundamentals for the global benzene market Daily

U.S. Gulf Coast Morning PetroChem 
Update

A comprehensive daily view & insight into operations, pricing & supply & demand fundamentals within the USGC ethylene market Daily

U.S. NGLs Production Forecast Accurate forecast of NGLs production from gas processing in the Lower 48
Weekly, Monthly, Every 6 
Weeks, Quarterly

Weekly Propane Supply & Demand Report Comprehensive weekly analysis of current supply & demand data & pricing Weekly

   AGRICULTURE & BIOFUELS
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION FREQUENCY

ETHANOL SUPPLY CHAIN SERVICES

 Chicago Ethanol Inventory Report Actual, measured ethanol inventory data for the industry’s most traded hub — Chicago Weekly

Crushed Grain Report Forecast of grain crushed by ethanol plants ahead of the monthly USDA report Weekly

 Ethanol Production Monitor Daily report with natural gas nominations for 90 ethanol facilities Daily Report, Real-Time Alerts

 Glenn Yard Ethanol Rail Monitor The ethanol-by-rail information no one else has As-Needed

 New York Harbor Ethanol Inventory Report Weekly report detailing storage levels by terminal & tank over for 47 ethanol tanks in NYH, delivered a full day before EIA estimates Weekly

 U.S. Gulf Coast Ethanol Inventory Report Weekly report of granular PADD 3 ethanol storage measurements, delivered a full day ahead of EIA estimates Weekly

FERTILIZER SUPPLY CHAIN SERVICES

U.S. Fertilizer Imports
Provides waterborne movements of urea, UAN, and anhydrous ammonia arriving in the U.S. from key international ports, ahead of 
shipment delivery and U.S. customs registration.

Weekly Report, Real-Time 
Alerts

U.S. Fertilizer Production
Operational plant monitoring and production change alerts. Genscape Ammonia Index front-runs (6 weeks minimum) industry 
benchmark TFI published quarterly

Weekly Reports, Real-Time 
Alerts

QUALITY ASSURANCE & VERIFICATION SERVICES 

LCFS Services
Genscape’s LCFS Credit Facility Audit & Reporting Services provides increased market credibility & visibility for credit generators with 
regulated parties

Real-Time

QAP Services Industry’s most robust & cost-effective Quality Assurance Plan (QAP) program for RIN verification Real-Time

Renewable Electricity RIN Generation 
Platform

Unique platform for RIN credit generation for electric vehicle electricity usage Real-Time



 SOLAR
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION FREQUENCY

LGate 350 No hassle certified metering & datalogging device for medium to large-scale commercial applications N/A

LGate 360 Highly compatible & customizable metering & datalogging device for large commercial & utility scale applications N/A

LGate 320 Highly accurate & reliable plug-and-play hardware solutions for light commercial solar N/A

LGate 101E Plug-and-play, single-phase solar monitoring solution for residential solar N/A

LGate 120 Reliable data communications & residential solar monitoring solution N/A

SolarNOC™ for Fleet Management Unprecedented visibility & control over performance data aggregation & display On-Demand

Solar-OS™ Web-enabled, user-friendly interface delivering accurate PV performance data & analytics On-Demand

Solar-OS™ Kiosk Application Plug-and-play, custom platform to display key PV performance data & educational content On-Demand

Solar-OS™ Portfolio Application Comprehensive PV performance data & superior analytic capabilities on one user-friendly, web-based platform On-Demand

Solar-OS™ Site Owner Application User-friendly interface to track PV power generation & report environmental & cost benefits On-Demand

Virtual Irradiance Real-time insight into solar irradiance using proprietary algorithms, avoiding the cost of on-site sensors On-Demand

PVIQ Excel Datalink Reliable performance datafeed direct to Microsoft® Excel® to minimize operating costs & streamline fleet reporting & analysis N/A

   POWER   
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION FREQUENCY

NORTH AMERICA MARKET FORECASTING

CRR Service Granular visibility into the future flow & price of power with fundamentals-based congestion analysis & market analyst expertise Monthly

Month Ahead Outlook Highlights trading opportunities in the MISO FTR & prompt month markets; released five days prior to monthly FTR auction Monthly

Monthly Power Outlook Transparency into the supply stack & potential price scenarios with key weather & demand information Monthly

Nodal Market Insights™ Platform Unique, user-driven congestion forecast modeling tool Real-Time

Power IQ (Market Intelligence Service) Fundamental data, commentary & price forecasts that offer a new level of transparency into wholesale power markets Daily

PowerBuyer® Industry-leading power market analytics for retailers, utilities & industrials, available in PJM, ERCOT, NYISO & NEISO Daily

Term Energy Price Forecast Industry-leading proprietary data & power market analytics for retailers, utilities & industrials in WECC Daily

Windcast IQ Seven-day hourly wind generation forecasts at the ISO, farm & nodal levels Updated every 3-4 hours

EUROPE MARKET FORECASTING

EPSI Platform Cutting-edge scenario analysis capability, using high-quality fundamental data from the EPSI data store Real-Time

  Fundamental Data (EPSI) Unparalleled depth & quality of data to develop insights into the fundamentals of European power markets Real-Time

  Market Data Store (EPSI) The hub for European market forward curves & fundamental forecasts from leading data vendors Real-Time

NORTH AMERICAN REAL-TIME MONITORING

Power Real-Time (RT) Real-time status of generation throughout the U.S., with power plant output status & alerts on an easy-to-use, online dashboard Real-Time

  Frequency Event (RT Add-On) Visual indications of where generators have tripped offline Real-Time

  Infrared Power Plant (RT Add-On) Real-time power plant output & plant images in urban & congested areas Real-Time

  Transmission Real-Time (RT Add-On) Unprecedented visibility into real-time power flows & congestion risks Real-Time

Transmission Line Monitoring Service Proven non-contact solutions for real-time transmission line assessment & monitoring Real-Time, Monthly

EUROPE REAL-TIME MONITORING

Power Real-Time (RT) Europe
Real-time power plant output status & alerts, with a view of the market that fully integrates & normalizes public data with Genscape's 
proprietary data

Real-Time

 Datafeed European power data delivered in multiple formats, as real-time or delayed hourly average files Real-Time

 Power Data Portal Granular European power generation & transmission flow data delivered hourly to incorporate into in-house analytics models Hourly

 Public Data REMIT The most comprehensive resource for Europe's power supply information Real-Time

 Reports Snapshot views & event notifications for European power delivered via email for added market coverage Real-Time

POWER FUEL

Europe Coal Burn Report
Accurate estimates of European power plant burn in the preceding week; direct measurements of 65% of coal-fired capacity & 57% of 
lignite-fired capacity

Weekly

Europe Emissions Report Emission tracking by country or company & visibility into complete fuel mix used by the Western European power sector Weekly

U.S. Coal Burn Report Accurate estimates of U.S. coal consumption by tonnage on a census region level; plant-level data on 60% of the installed coal-fired capacity Weekly
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Part of DMGT’s (LSE: DMGT) multi-billion dollar portfolio of market-leading 

information companies, Genscape thrives on increasing transparency across 

global commodity and energy markets.

Genscape’s vast global network of patented monitors measures market 

fundamentals in real-time to deliver exceptional insight and provide market 

transparency to clients.
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